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ABSTRACT 

We present the MLLA results for heavy quark event multiplicities in e+e- an- 

nihilation, which provide that the difference 6Ql between heavy and light quark 

event multiplicities at the same ems energy should be a calculable constant, in- 

dependent of ems energy. Published data on heavy quark event multiplicities are 

presented in this light, and are consistent with the energy independence of the mul- 

tiplicity difference. Averaging over all ems energies, we find that I& = 4.3f0.9 and 

5,l = 2.2f1.2 tracks, while the corresponding MLLA expectations are 5.5f0.8 and 

1.7 zt 0.5 tracks, respectively. We briefly discuss the experimental prospects for im- 

proving this test of MLLA, and suggest further experimental tests of MLLA-LPHD 

modelling of heavy quark events. 
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The perturbative (PT) approach to QCD jet physics is based on the Modified 

Leading Logarithmic Approximation (MLLA), which incorporates both double- 

and single-logarithmic effects in the development of parton 11-31 cascades. In addi- 

tion, the hypothesis of Local Parton-Hadron Duality (LPHD),“‘[” which is sup- 

ported by experimental studies of multi-hadron production in QCD jets:] suggests 

a close correspondence between the observable inclusive characteristics of hadron 

spectra and those calculated at the parton level by means of PT &CD. Thus, 

when combined with LPHD, MLLA can hope to describe the gross features of 

hadronic systems, such as multiplicity distributions, the angular distribution of 

particle flows, inclusive energy spectra, etc., without invoking phenomenological 

fragmentation schemes. In this a.pproach, nonperturbative effects are reduced to 

normalizing coefficients relating hadronic characteristics to partonic ones, which, 

according to LPHD, must be independent of both the hardness of the initiating 

partons and the energy range of the final stat,e particles. 

Until now the main phenomenological successes of the RILLA-LPHD approach 

were connected with the description of the inclusive characteristics of jets in e+e- 

annihilation, without distinction between the contributions of light and heavy pri- 

‘6’71 mary quarks. Prompted by these successes, and the recent availability of data 

on heavy quark jets, one would like to compare the PT predictions for heavy quark 

generated jets with existing data on heavy quark events. In this Letter, then, we 

shall present a comparison between the MLLA-LPHD description of particle mul- 

tiplicity with data on the mean charged multiplicity of events containing heavy 

hadrons. 

The physics of heavy quarks has always been considered a particularly good 

laboratory for detailed stu.dies of QCD. The large quark mass MQ >> AQCD pro- 

vides a natural cut-off, which keeps the relevant space-time region compact enough 

to avoid the truly strong, non-PT domain of strong interactions. In the case of e+e- 

annihilation at center of mass (ems) energies W > MQ >> AQCD, one can hope for 

a good description of many inclusive properties of hadronic jets via MLLA-LPHD. 
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The results of the PT description of specific properties of particle distribu- 

tions in heavy quark jets have been announced in a number of publications~ls-lol 

but only recently has this subject been addressed more comprehensively!111 It was 

demonstrated[sllQ1 [“I that the difference in many properties of hadronic jets pro- 

duced by heavy quarks (excluding the products of the weak decay of the heavy 

quark itself), from that of light (u,d,s) q uarks, originates from the restriction of 

the phase space available to gluon radiation associated with the kinematic effects 

of the heavy quark mass. 

Particle multiplicities were calculated[61[‘11 by convoluting the differential dis- 

tribution of gluon (g) ra la ion from a massive quark (Q), with energy ,?&J >> hIQ, d’ t 

with the MLLA-LPHD multiplicity distribution of subsequent gluon casca.des. The 

angular radiation pattern of soft gluons, with energy w << EQ and emission angle 

0 < 1, 

a2da2 dw 
daQ-Q+g - p2 + 032; (1) 

where 

(go = !!!2 
EQ’ 

(a> 

gives rise to the familiar double logarithmic approximation (DLA)[31 for 0 > 0s : 

de2 dw 
dC7Q+Q+g N 02; = d(ln@2)d(lnw). (3) 

For 0 < 00, however, the angular integration is no longer logarithmic, and the yield 

of particles in this region from (1) adds only a small (0(&e N)) contribution to 

the total multiplicity N. This region of suppressed radiation in the forward direction 

is known as the ‘dead cone ‘16’ On the other hand, for emission angles 0 > 00, and 

for the internal structure of seconda.ry gluon jets (due to the strict angle-ordering 

of hadronic cascades), Equation (1) yields completely identical behavior between 

light and heavy quark gluon radiation. This universality of the gluon radiation 

spectrum, up to a depopulation in a cone around Q of opening angle 0 N 00, 
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lies at the heart of comparisons between light and heavy quark jets within the 

framework of MLLA. 

A consequence of this suppression of forward gluon radiation is that the ‘com- 

panion’ multiplicity AN(QG; W) of light hadrons accompanying the heavy quark, 

excluding the decay products of the on-shell heavy hadron, is less than the par- 

ticle yield in a light quark jet at the same ems energy. Quantitatively, to MLLA 
PII 11 accuracy, 

where N ( QQ; I+‘) is the mean total multiplicity in light quark events at ems energy 

W, and e = exp(1). It should be noted that this XJLLA calculation improves 

the DLA calculation of Ref. 9, which was limited in accuracy by higher order 

corrections of 0( dxN(@; I+‘)). Th e uncertainty from this correction is sub- 

stantially larger than the O(cr,(M$)N(qi~; hfQ)> leading correction of the MLLA 

approach, and is formally a function of ems energy. 

The most, important consequence of this hlLLA result stems from the fact that 

both the subtrahend and uncalculated higher-order correction in Equation (4) are 

functions of the fixed mass scale f%fQ, and thus independent of the ems energy W 

of the e+e- annihilation. Thus, it is a fundamental prediction of MLLA that the 

difference 

N(HZ u7> - AN(Qg; W> (5) 

is almost completely independent of the ems energy W; leading W-dependent cor- 

rections are of 0( &wZ,. J&$/11/2)!121 In addition, the extraction of N(@; &. 

MQ) from existing low ems energy multiplicity data permits an estimate of the 

mean multiplicity difference (5) to O(cyS(M$)N(q?; MQ)) accuracy. 

Viewed another way, it is QCD coherence, which consideration of the gluonic 

formation length shows to apply to the region 0 5 00 z MQ/E, that provides for 

this relation between light and heavy quark multiplicities. The difference between 
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light and heavy quark radiation in this forward region, where gluons radiated from 

heavy quarks can not distinguish themselves quantum-mechanically from the heavy 

parent quark, is roughly the integral of the light quark radiation spectrum out to 

00, which is dominated by the N(qq; fi. MQ) term in Equation (4). 

It should be emphasized that, due to the observed steeply rising dependence of 

total multiplicity on In(W), the MLLA multiplicity picture is not consistent with 

the naively expected reduction of the energy scale181[131 

AN(Qg; w) = N(q& (1 - ("Q))W) (6) 

where (5Q) = ~(EQ)/TY. A good d escription of the total multiplicity data is 

provided by the MLLA inspired multiplicity formula 1’-3l 

N(qq; W) o( as(W2)f+s . exp( qz. ,93(,2)) (‘7) 

where nf is the number of quark flavors and b = 11 - 2nf/3. Applying this to 

Equation (6), the difference (5) is not constant, but is asymptotically proportional 

to N(W): 

N(qif; W) - AN(Qq, W) N- \IGo,IJ11’) . In 1 _ ;XQ, . N(q?j; UT). PI 

With the recent addition to previous results’14-171 of a measurement at the 

2” resonance by the MARK II collaborationf’sl the average total charged mul- 

tiplicity ?ib in e+e- annihilation to b quarks has been measured in a range of 

ems energy from W = 29 GeV to W = 91 GeV. In addition, the average total 

charged multiplicity TT~ for eSe- t cZ events has been measured by two experi- 

ments at IV. = 29 GeV!‘51’61 Combined with the world sample of total hadronic 

(all quark flavors) e’e- mean charged multiplicity measurements (Zhad) between 

W = 1.5 GeV and TV = 91 GeVf”’ these data can be used to study the difference 

in charged particle yields between light (u,d,s) and heavy (c,b) quark production. 
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Table 1 shows the measured mean charged multiplicity of events containing 

heavy quarks at W = 29,35,42.1, and 90.9 GeV. Also shown is the total hadronic 

multiplicity at the same energies, derived from the corresponding multiplicity data 

in the ems energy region surrounding the heavy quark multiplicity point. Both 

heavy quark-associated and total hadronic multiplicities have been corrected for 

the effects of initial state radiation (ISR), so that the quoted values correspond to 

the average charged multiplicity that would be observed at the given ems energy 

in the absence of ISR. Charged tracks from I(,” and A decays are included in the 

measured multiplicities. 

The difference 6Ql z ?iQ - El between measured heavy and light quark event 

total charged multiplicities can be written as 

(9) 

where Q = c,b, and the f; are the standard model production fractions for light, 

c, and b quarks. For y* decays, fl = 0.55, fc = 0.36, fb = 0.09, while at the Z”, 

fl = 0.61, fc = 0.17, fb = 0.22. 

In order to calculate 6bl from the measurements of Eb and Ehad, it is necessary 

to estimate ?ic in the unmeasured region above 1Y = 29 GeV. For this purpose, we 

have made the MLLA-motivated assumption that Y& -El is constant as a function 

of ems energy, which gives & = 14.7 f 0.7 and 16.0 f 0.7 tracks at W = 35 and 

42.1 GeV, respectively. At these energies, the uncertainty in EC is dominated by 

the 50.7 track uncertainty in E, at W = 29 GeV. Due to the large difference in 

ems energy between 90.9 and 29 GeV, in order to ma.intain model independence 

we have assumed only that ii1 < iic < zb, leading to a value EC = 22.1 f 2.5 tracks 

at W = 90.9 GeV. Because of the relatively small contribution of 2’ t CE (.l7 

of flh&), and the large statistical error in &, at 90.9 GeV, this constitutes only a, 

small contribution to the uncertainty in &I. 

Combining these values for Ez, with the ??had, iic and zb results in Table 1 

yields the results for S,i and Sbl exhibited in Table 2. Also sho~vn are averages for 
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all experiments at W = 29 GeV, and for all ems energies combined, taking into 

account common systematic errors due to the uncertainty in the average nC, ISR 

corrections, the common use of lepton tagging to identify heavy quark events at 

W = 29 GeV, and the common use of displaced vertex information to identify b 

quark events at W = 35 GeV and IV = 42.1 GeV. The results for the individual 

measurements of 6bl are also displayed in Figure 1. To the available accuracy, the 

results are seen to be independent of energy, in marked contrast to the steeply 

rising total multiplicity data, and are thus consistent with the MLLA prediction 

discussed above. On the other hand, Figure 1 in Ref. 18 exhibits a mild (1.1 

standard deviation) disagreement between the energy dependence of the 2 t G$ 

companion multiplicity and that of the naive expectation of Equation (6). 

Since Equation (4) is a statement about the companion multiplicity of events 

containing heavy quarks, it should be noted that any energy dependence of the 

heavy hadron decay multiplicity will modify the claim that 6Ql is a constant. Since 

the heavy quark-associated multiplicity results discussed here were measured at 

ems energies well above the heavy hadron thresholds, such effects are not expected 

to be large. 

Equation (4) predicts that the difference between the total light quark and 

companion heavy quark event multiplicities should be equa.1 to the total light quark 

event rdtipkity at bj7 = &.ftQ. In terms of the heavy hadron decay multiplicity 

+G, this can be written 

In order to estimate isIl(& * MQ), we assume fi + MC = 4. 1.5 = 2.5 GeV and 

fi- Mb = fi- 4.8 = 7.9 GeV, and use the measured total hadronic multiplicity for 

2 < W < 3 GeV’20’2’1 and 5.5 < W < 10 GeV~211221 respectively, to estimate Chad 

at these ems energies. At W = 2.5 GeV, below the charm threshold, Ehad = 721, 

while for W = 7.9 GeV, we assume the value of 6,l measured at TV = 29 GeV to 
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correct Eha,j for the effects of the 40% admixture of cZ events. This yields 

?il( 6. MC) = 3.5 f 0.4 tracks (11) 

?tl(& - hfb) = 5.5 f 0.7 tracks. (12) 

For W = fi. Mb, the quoted uncertainty includes a 0.5 track contribution from 

the uncertainty in the ci? correction. 

Assuming the values ek = 5.2 f 0.3’231 and $” = 11.0 f 0.2[‘“’ yields 

Edk 
c - iil(&. NC) = 1.7 f 0.5 tracks (13) 

-dk 
nb - Q(&. hfb) = 5.5 f 0.8 tracks. (14) 

It should be noted that O(Q~*TT~(MQ)) t erms neglected in Equation (4) are expected 

to be of roughly the same size as the experimental uncertainties on these values. 

Comparing these values to the results for &,I and &I in Table 2, it is again seen 

that the experimental data are consistent with the predictions of MLLA. 

In conclusion, it has been seen that, to within the available accuracy, the 

observed mean multiplicities of events containing heavy hadrons a.re in good agree- 

ment with the predictions of h!ILLA, and in mild disagreement with the naive 

relation (6). In particular, the da.ta support the notion that the difference between 

the companion multiplicity in heavy quark events, and the total multiplicity in light 

quark events at the same ems energy, is independent of ems energy. This provides 

a fundamental check of the consistency of the MLLA approach, which predicts this 

result and provides that it should be independent of higher orrlf 1 1 ~jrrections. In 

addition, combined with the quantitative agreement between this multiplicity dif- 

ference and the lower ems energy multiplicity data embodied in Equation (lo), this 

work supports the validity of LPHD as a phenomenological approach to modelling 

confinement. 
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Based on the result from Ref. 18, which was statistically limited, experiments 

currently running at 91 GeV at LEP and the SLC should be able to measure 17.b 

to f0.5 tracks or better. Combined with a measurement of ?ic to 4~1.0 tracks, this 

would yield a measurement of &I to - f0.8 tracks, providing a much more stringent 

test of the MLLA predictions in the case of b quark production. Further reduction 

of the uncertainty in iic to f0.5 tracks or better would allow measurements of 

s,l and &bc to - 4~0.7 tracks, providing stringent tests of MLLA-LPHD predictions 

down to the Mz scale. At this lower mass, the question of the relationship between 

LPHD and QCD confinement becomes particularly interesting. 

Making use of the inclusive properties of heavy hadron decay to statistically 

remove the heavy hadron decay tracks, it should be possible to study more exten- 

sively the properties of radiated hadrons in heavy ha.dron events. It is expected 

that the gluonic radiation ‘dead cone’ will appear as a depopulation in the region 

XQ > AQCD/MQ, while the spectrum of soft hadrons with XQ < AQCD/MQ should 

be identical to that of light quark jets!11o11’1 Finally, MLLA-LPHD predict various 

aspects of the XQ distribution itselft2” which can in principle be tested with an 

accurate measurement of (XQ) and the XQ spectrum. 

In closing, we would like to express thanks to Michael Peskin and John Jaros of 

SLAC for interesting discussions and helpful comments. One of us (V.K.) would like 

to thank the SLAC Theory Group for hospitality during his visit. This work was 
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(LBL), and DE-AC03-76SF00515 (SLAC), and the SERC of the United Kingdom. 
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Table Captions 

Table 1: Measured mean charged multiplicities. For the total multiplicity ?ihad, the 

value is from an average of all experiments in the ems energy region surrounding 

the heavy quark event multiplicity point. 

Table 2: Derived differences between heavy and light quark event mean multiplic- 

ities. 
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1 EXPERIMENT 1 E,, (GeV) 1 zhad I EC I Eb I 

DELC0[14] 29.0 12.41 f 0.21 14.3 f 1.2 

MARK II[l’] 29.0 12.41 f 0.21 13.2 f 1.0 16.1 f 1.1 

TPC[16] 29.0 12.41 f 0.21 13.5 f 0.9 16.7 f 1.0 

1 TASSO[171 1 35.0 1 13.59 f 0.30 1 ( 16.0 f 1.5 1 

TASSO[17] 42.1 14.85 f 0.40 17.0 f 2.0 

MARK II[l*] 90.9 20.94 f 0.20 23.1 f 1.9 

TABLE 1 

TASSO[‘7] 35.0 3.6 f 1.9 

TASS0[17] 42.1 3.3 f 2.5 

MARK II[18] 90.9 3.3 zk 2.7 

AVERAGE ALL ENERGIES 2.2 f 1.2 4.3 f 0.9 

TABLE 2 
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Figure Caption 

Figure 1: Energy dependence of total multiplicity (open points) and the multi- 

plicity difference between b and light quark production (filled points) in e+e- an- 

nihilation. MLLA predicts unambiguously that this multiplicity difference should 

be independent of energy. Also shown is the expected value of this multiplicity 

difference, given by lower energy multiplicity data in accordance with MLLA (see 

text). The one standard deviation range indicated by the dotted lines is dominated 

by the uncertainty in the light quark event multiplicity at Ecm = & . hfb, and 

does not include a N 1 track uncertainty due to (energy independent) higher order 

corrections to MLLA. Citations for the total multiplicity data are compiled in Ref. 

18. 
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